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The manuscript is the 2nd of a companion paper addressing streamflow forecast per-
formance across Europe. The methodology is fairly well described and presented,
however substantial clarification and justification is necessary in numerous areas. The
authors predominantly limit themselves to evaluation of only a few performance met-
rics, and report many findings for the whole of Europe. The overall contribution contains
meritorious aspects, particularly the performance of this dynamical system, however
these need to be highlighted and clarified significantly. Also, distinction and improve-
ment between this and prior studies (e.g. Bierkens and van Beek) is not sufficient.

Specific comments: 1. The title indicates seasonal streamflow prediction, yet the paper
focuses on Monthly results for streamflow, temperature, and evaporation. Title not
entirely indicative of manuscript focus.
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2. Given the spatial heterogeneity of Europe, the authors should provide better justifi-
cation for reporting predominantly spatially lumped results.

3. Auto-regressive effect (streamflow persistence) not explicitly mentioned or dis-
cussed. Is it assumed to be (partially) accounted for in initial soil moisture? For most
rivers, particularly large rivers, this is a dominant feature.

4. GRDC has discharge stations downstream of reservoirs, where regulations and
management of discharge is often evident. But these have not been corrected (or
even noted) in the dataset. Europe is full of situations like this. How have those been
accounted for?

5. Unclear (no explanation) of what the ratio of actual/theoretical skill means. Clear that
they are closer for larger basins (no surprise) but does the fact that both are far from
1 indicate less “realistic” outcomes? Or does this have little bearing on skill metrics
(comparing apples to apples.) Please clarify.

6. How do the three “conditions” relate with the pseudo-obs? For example, report R or
RPSS between soil moisture and streamflow by grid? Or snow and streamflow? Could
assess for at least a sub-set of locations. This would also give insights as to the value
added (or not) by VIC.

7. In addition to reporting the % of cells where R is significant, consider also reporting
the mean and standard deviation of R in those cells. The number of significant cells
does not necessarily represent the quality of the relationship (e.g. % of cells could
increase, but mean decrease. . .) And then discuss.

8. RPSS is mentioned early in the study, but results are not presented. Such categori-
cal skill scores are worth exploring.

9. The authors lightly compare their study outputs with others, namely Bierkens and
van Beek, indicating lower performance, likely attributable to the latter’s use of semi-
statistical forcing. While there are still other meritorious aspects to this current contri-
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hutje001
Sticky Note
will try to improve, probably something like: "...for Europe - II. Analyzing skill derived from meteorological forecast quality versus that derived from initial hydrological conditions"wrt the term 'seasonal' we imply looking more than a few weeks or one month ahead, but yes with monthly resolution, and not like some other only seasonal aggregate forecasts, (e.g. 3-months means).But we dont want a too long title....

hutje001
Sticky Note
can and will argue why we choose to do spatial aggregates now, and basin specific results in a follow on study. We believe there is ample interesting results at the lumped levels presented (as appreciate by other RCs)

hutje001
Sticky Note
in-stream flow persistence, e.g. flood waves traveling from upstream to downstream, is a feature with typical time scales generally (much) shorter than a month (for European relatively short rivers). I.e. 1-10 days rather than weeks or months. Persistence due to e.g. aquifer fed flow is partially accounted for through soil moisture stores. It is one of the objectives of the current study to analyse whether this store is sufficiently large to attain the observed levels of streamflow persistence (e.g. Svesson, 2015). We will improve the introduction and discussion sections on this aspect

hutje001
Sticky Note
The impact of dams etc on river flow have not been accounted for in this paper. Thus all results presented refer to naturalised flow. We will state that more explicitly. In paper I, section 3.3., a brief analysis has been made, partially attributing the reduction of skill between theoretical and actual to the effect of dams and other man-made channel modifications. We do this with help of the AAPFD index, classifying streams wrt the level of human influences.

hutje001
Sticky Note
will explain

hutje001
Sticky Note
The reasons for a decrease between theoretical and actual skill have been extensively discussed in paper 1. We will repeat the main arguments briefly here

hutje001
Sticky Note
we have these available; will consider presenting (some of) them in the body of his paper and/or as supplementary material

hutje001
Sticky Note
in paper 1 the other skill scores have been briefly presented, and its similarity in spatio-temporal patterns to those of R demonstrated. All metrics (R RPSS, ROC AN, ROC BN) will be more fully presented in both the body text and in the supplementary material of paper 1. Also RC2 made the same point Since this paper 2 focuses on causes of skill, we believe it less relevant to show other metrics here

hutje001
Sticky Note
We (partially) address this issue in the discussion (fig 12 and ensuing texts)

Greuell
Notitie
Helemaal mee eens.



bution, the authors do not adequately discuss the implications of poorer performance.
Are there reasons that the proposed methodology is advantageous as compared with
others? Should the GloSea5 approach be used in lieu of the one proposed here? More
discussion is needed.

10. In the Conclusion, the authors mention the potential improvement of assimilating
soil moisture or SWE to VIC. Why was this not performed and analyzed?

11. Challenging to follow train of through in some parts. Could benefit from the writing
be tightened up overall - and simplified in some places. Word choice also needs to be
improved in many places (e.g. “Fig. 8 analyses [sic] a remarkable feature.” Figures
cannot analyze. Figures can illustrate.)

Interactive comment on Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., doi:10.5194/hess-2016-604, 2016.
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hutje001
Sticky Note
This part of the discussion focuses on the (potential) contribution of meteorological forecast quality to stream flow forecast skill, showing that (partially) statistical meteorological forecasts seem to outperform those of purely dynamical state of art models., but that there is scope for improvement of the latter. A more extensive discussion on meteorological forecast quality is beyond the scope of our paper (and of our expertise) .So we will try to explain better the implications of these findings, but not delve into meteorological forecast quality itself.

hutje001
Sticky Note
that will perhaps be the focus of future work

hutje001
Sticky Note
will carefully identify such 'language abuse' and improveand have a final check by a native speaker

hutje001
Sticky Note
we recognize this and we will -also with help of suggestions by the other reviewers-  make a serious attempt to improve




